All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Animals are heterotrophic and need to ingest nutrients from the environment during postembryonic development. Both availability and quality of food therefore are critical for timing animal growth and maturation. Since differentiation and functional maturation of each tissue are coordinated by the endocrine system, understanding how nutrient status affects hormonal states in developing animals is key to elucidating timing mechanisms responsible for juvenile-to-adult transition in animals.

In mammals, for example, activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis triggers pubertal maturation \[[@pgen.1006583.ref001]\]. Onset of puberty is controlled by multiple genetic and environmental factors, but the classical "critical weight hypothesis" points to the importance of body mass and nutritional state in activation of this neuroendocrine axis to initiate sexual maturation \[[@pgen.1006583.ref002]--[@pgen.1006583.ref004]\]. Similarly, in many holometabolous insects, the critical weight (CW) checkpoint needs to be surpassed before last instar larvae can initiate reproductive maturation, or metamorphosis, on a normal schedule \[[@pgen.1006583.ref005]\]. In the fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster*, CW is attained in the early half of the last (3rd) instar, after which starvation no longer delays the timing of metamorphosis \[[@pgen.1006583.ref006], [@pgen.1006583.ref007]\]. In fruit flies, CW virtually overlaps with another developmental checkpoint termed the minimal viable weight; larvae starved before this checkpoint do not initiate metamorphosis and eventually die \[[@pgen.1006583.ref006], [@pgen.1006583.ref007]\].

At the molecular level, attainment of CW is coupled with activation of steroidogenesis in *Drosophila*. After surpassing the CW checkpoint, production of the steroid hormone ecdysone is upregulated in a steroidogenic organ called the prothoracic gland (PG) \[[@pgen.1006583.ref006]--[@pgen.1006583.ref008]\]. Ecdysone, after conversion into its active form 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E) in peripheral tissues, then activates expression of downstream genes required for pupariation and subsequent metamorphic events \[[@pgen.1006583.ref009]\]. Signaling pathways that couple nutritional status and steroidogenesis in the PG have been well investigated, and the importance of insulin signaling and target of rapamycin (TOR) signaling in the PG during the early third instar stage has been established in *Drosophila* \[[@pgen.1006583.ref006]--[@pgen.1006583.ref014]\]. However, considering CW as the "point of no return" in nutrition-dependent growth, CW attainment should require not only nutrient sensing machinery, but also a downstream molecular event leading to irreversible upregulation of ecdysone biosynthesis in the PG. The molecular nature of this invariable commitment of the PG cells to steroidogenesis has not yet been demonstrated.

Here we show that TOR-mediated progression of endocycle in the PG is required for activation of ecdysone biosynthesis that cannot be blocked by starvation in *Drosophila melanogaster*. Endocycle progression in the PG is strongly correlated with attainment of CW, and block of endocycle in the PG causes larval arrest due to reduction in ecdysone biosynthesis. Moreover, loss of TOR signaling in PG cells during the CW checkpoint period causes developmental defects due to endocycle arrest, which can be rescued by restoring Cyclin E expression in the PG. We propose that, in *Drosophila*, the evolutionarily-conserved, TOR-mediated cell cycle checkpoint in steroidogenic tissue can also function as a systemic growth checkpoint that triggers irreversible transition to metamorphosis.

Results {#sec002}
=======

CW attainment is coupled with ecdysone biosynthesis {#sec003}
---------------------------------------------------

When reared under nutrient-rich conditions at 25°C (continuous feeding scheme), wild type *Oregon R* larvae undergo 1st-to-2nd instar molting, 2nd-to-3rd instar molting, and pupariation at around 48, 72, and 120 hours after egg laying (hAEL), respectively ([S1A Fig](#pgen.1006583.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under such conditions, more than 50% of larvae pupariate when starvation is initiated at around 78 hAEL or later, setting CW at about 0.7--0.8 mg ([S1B, S1D and S1F Fig](#pgen.1006583.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). If larvae are starved before this CW checkpoint from 72 hAEL, no pupariation is observed ([S1D Fig](#pgen.1006583.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, when larvae are starved from 72 to 120 hAEL and re-fed on nutrient-rich condition afterward (discontinuous feeding scheme), a modified CW of about 0.6 mg is attained at around 132 hAEL ([S1C, S1E and S1G Fig](#pgen.1006583.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These two separate feeding schemes were used for subsequent analyses to observe the correlation of CW attainment and other physiological events.

Using the continuous feeding scheme ([Fig 1A](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"}), correlation of CW attainment and expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes shown in [Fig 1B](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"} \[[@pgen.1006583.ref015]\] was investigated using quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR). Expression of the six ecdysone biosynthetic genes increased gradually after the CW checkpoint in larvae that were continuously fed (control) or starved after CW (late starvation; [Fig 1C--1H](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, their expression was not increased when larvae were starved before CW (early starvation), which was also confirmed using *in situ* hybridization ([Fig 1I](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with this, the ecdysteroid titer of early starved larvae was significantly lower than that of control and late starved larvae ([Fig 1J](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, developmental arrest caused by early starvation was significantly rescued when larvae were supplied with 20E-containing water ([Fig 1K and 1L](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that, as suggested previously \[[@pgen.1006583.ref009], [@pgen.1006583.ref016]\], attainment of CW is tightly coupled with activation of ecdysone biosynthesis in the PG.

![CW attainment is coupled with activation of ecdysone biosynthesis.\
**(A)** Schematic diagram of the continuous feeding scheme. Wild-type *Oregon R* larvae were reared on standard *Drosophila* medium (solid line) either continuously (control) or starved (dashed lines) from indicated time points. The CW checkpoint (78 hAEL) is indicated by a shaded box. **(B)** Schematic diagram of ecdysone biosynthetic pathway. **(C--H)** Starvation before CW attainment impairs increase in expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes. Expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes in control, late starved and early starved larvae was measured using qPCR. The CW checkpoint in control is indicated by dashed lines. Average values of five independent data sets are shown with standard errors. **(I)** Starvation before CW attainment causes decrease in expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes in the PG. Whole-mount *in situ* hybridization was performed using antisense probes in control and starved larvae (late and early starvation) at 108 hAEL. The PGs are outlined by dashed lines. Scale bars, 50 μm. **(J)** Starvation before CW attainment causes decrease in ecdysteroid level. Whole-body ecdysteroid levels in control, late starved and early starved larvae at 108 hAEL were measured using ELISA. Average values of five independent data sets are shown with standard errors. Statistical significance was calculated using ANOVA with Tukey's post hoc test (\**P* \< 0.05). **(K)** 20E feeding rescues developmental arrest in early starved larvae. Larvae were starved on wet filter paper with or without 1 μg/ml 20E from 72 hAEL. Percentages of pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(L)** Control starved larva (left) and pupariated animal by 20E feeding (right).](pgen.1006583.g001){#pgen.1006583.g001}

CW attainment is correlated with endocycle activity in the PG {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------

A number of reports describe transcriptional regulators of ecdysone biosynthetic genes \[[@pgen.1006583.ref017]\], but what ultimately ensures the irreversible decision by the PG to upregulate steroidogenesis after CW attainment? Since early starvation causes significant PG organ size decrease ([Fig 1I](#pgen.1006583.g001){ref-type="fig"}), we speculated that the cell cycle system in the PG plays a critical role. PG cells undergo multiple rounds of endocycling, consisting of s-phase and gap phase \[[@pgen.1006583.ref018], [@pgen.1006583.ref019]\], leading to polyploid genomic DNA represented by chromatin values (C values) of greater than 4C. Consistent with previous studies \[[@pgen.1006583.ref020], [@pgen.1006583.ref021]\], we observed repeated rounds of endocycles in *Oregon R* PG cells during the 2nd and 3rd instars after mitotic cell cycles during the 1st instar ([Fig 2A--2C](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). PG cells underwent two rounds of endocycles by the end of the 2nd instar, resulting in increase in the C value from 4C to 16C ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In the continuous feeding scheme, one round of endocycle progression was observed around the time of CW attainment in the early 3rd instar control larvae, and the C value of the PG cells increased to 64C through another round of endocycle ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Under the late starvation condition, the C value also increased close to 64C ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, the C value remained at 16C under the early starvation condition ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, very similar results were obtained in the discontinuous feeding scheme ([S2A--S2D Fig](#pgen.1006583.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![CW attainment is correlated with endocycle activity in the PG.\
**(A)** Starvation before CW attainment causes arrest of DNA content increase in the PG. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at indicated stages of the continuous feeding scheme. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(B and C)** The C value (B) and number (C) of PG cells of control, late starved and early starved larvae at indicated stages. The CW checkpoint in control is indicated by a dashed line in B. Average C value in control at 108 hAEL is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. 10--17 PGs were analyzed for each group. **(D)** Starvation before CW attainment causes decrease in CycE expression and EdU incorporation in the PG. The PGs were labeled for DNA (blue) and CycE or EdU (magenta) at 96 hAEL. The PGs are outlined by dashed lines. Scale bars, 50 μm. **(E and F)** Percentages of CycE-positive (E) and EdU-positive (F) s-phase PG cells in control, late starved and early starved larvae at indicated stages. All data are shown as box plot, with a box representing lower and upper quartiles, a horizontal line representing median, and bars representing minimum and maximum data points. The CW checkpoint in control is indicated by dashed lines. 19--30 PGs were analyzed for each group.](pgen.1006583.g002){#pgen.1006583.g002}

We next observed expression of s-phase markers in the PG cells. Cyclin E (CycE), a nuclear protein triggering entry into s-phase \[[@pgen.1006583.ref017], [@pgen.1006583.ref018]\], was detected in nuclei of PG cells during the CW period and continued to be expressed thereafter under control and late starvation conditions ([Fig 2D and 2E](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S2E and S2F Fig](#pgen.1006583.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, expression of CycE was decreased after early starvation ([Fig 2D and 2E](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S2E and S2F Fig](#pgen.1006583.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that CycE-dependent s-phase entry is blocked in the PG if larvae are starved before the CW checkpoint. Using an s-phase marker 5-ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine (EdU), we further confirmed that PG cells enter s-phase at the CW period, and s-phase PG cells were observed continuously thereafter in control and late starved animals ([Fig 2D and 2F](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S2E and S2G Fig](#pgen.1006583.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, in the case of early starvation, PG cells failed to enter into s-phase ([Fig 2D and 2F](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S2E and S2G Fig](#pgen.1006583.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, these data show a strong positive correlation between endocycle activity in the PG cells and attainment of CW.

Endocycle progression is required for ecdysone biosynthesis {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Endocycle is regulated by multiple components as shown in [S3A Fig](#pgen.1006583.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and inhibition of this oscillatory network blocks endocycle \[[@pgen.1006583.ref018], [@pgen.1006583.ref019], [@pgen.1006583.ref022], [@pgen.1006583.ref023]\]. To investigate the role of endocycling in the PG, the PG-selective *phm22-Gal4* was used to overexpress RNAi constructs and cDNA transgenes \[[@pgen.1006583.ref024]\]. Compared to control (*phm22 \> dicer2*), knockdown of *CycE*, *Cdk2*, and *Cdt1*, all essential components for s-phase initiation, resulted in severe reduction of the C value down to 4-8C at 120 hAEL ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S3B Fig](#pgen.1006583.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The C value of the PG cells was also decreased by knockdown of other regulatory components, including *E2F1*, *PCNA*, *Cul4*, and *Ddb1* ([Fig 3B](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S3B Fig](#pgen.1006583.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), whereas the number of cells in the PG was only moderately affected by knockdown of some of the above endocycle components ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Endocycle inhibition in the PG also caused strong developmental arrest at the 3rd instar ([Fig 3D and 3E](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}), which was significantly rescued by 20E administration ([S3C--S3P Fig](#pgen.1006583.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data demonstrate that the inhibition of endocycling in the PG causes defective pupariation due to the lack of ecdysone.

![Endocycle is required for ecdysone biosynthesis.\
**(A)** Knockdown of *CycE* in the PG causes reduction in DNA content. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) of control (*phm22 \> dicer2*) and *CycE* RNAi-1 (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *CycE RNAi-1*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(B and C)** Knockdown of endocycle regulators in the PG causes reduction in DNA content. Each gene was knocked down using two independent RNAi lines. The C value (B) and number (C) of PG cells of control (black bars) and RNAi (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *RNAi*; gray bars) larvae at 120 hAEL. Average C value in control is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. Significance was calculated using Student's *t*-test (\* *P* \< 0.001; n.s., Not significant). **(D)** Knockdown of endocycle regulators in the PG causes arrest at the 3rd instar larval stage. Developmental profiles of control and RNAi animals are shown. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(E)** Pupariated control animal (left) and *CycE* RNAi-1 larva arrested at the 3rd instar stage (right). **(F)** Knockdown of *Fzr* in the PG causes block of mitotic-to-endocycle transition. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control (*phm22 \> dicer2*), *Fzr* RNAi (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *Fzr RNAi*) and *Fzr* RNAi +InR^CA^ (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *Fzr RNAi*, *InR*.*A1325D*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(G and H)** The C value (G) and number (H) of PG cells of control, *Fzr* RNAi and *Fzr* RNAi +InR^CA^ larvae at 120 hAEL. Average C value in control is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(I)** Knockdown of *Fzr* causes reduction in expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes. Expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes in control, *Fzr* RNAi and *Fzr* RNAi +InR^CA^ larvae at 120 hAEL was measured using qPCR. Average values of three independent data sets are shown with standard errors. **(J)** Knockdown of *Fzr* causes decrease in ecdysteroid level. Whole-body ecdysteroid levels in control, *Fzr* RNAi, and *Fzr* RNAi +InR^CA^ larvae at 120 hAEL were measured using ELISA. Average values of five independent data sets are shown with standard errors. Statistical significance was calculated using Student's *t*-test (\* *P* \< 0.05). **(K)** Knockdown of *Fzr* in the PG causes developmental arrest at the 3rd instar larval stage. Percentages of pupariated animals in control, *Fzr* RNAi and *Fzr* RNAi +InR^CA^ animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(L)** Pupariated control animal (left) and *Fzr* RNAi and *Fzr* RNAi +InR^CA^ larvae arrested at the 3rd instar stage (middle and right, respectively). **(M)** 20E feeding rescues developmental arrest in *Fzr* RNAi. Percentages of pupariated *Fzr* RNAi animals reared on 20E-containing or control medium from 72 hAEL are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses.](pgen.1006583.g003){#pgen.1006583.g003}

Since cell size is usually coupled with ploidy, inhibition of endocycling in the PG cells resulted in reduction of not only the C value but also overall size of the PG ([S3B Fig](#pgen.1006583.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This raises the possibility that developmental defects caused by endocycle inhibition can be explained simply by reduction of PG organ size. To test the importance of PG size for timing of pupariation, *fizzy-related* (*Fzr*), an essential gene for mitotic-to-endocycle transition \[[@pgen.1006583.ref025]\], was knocked down in the PG. *Fzr* knockdown (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *Fzr RNAi*) caused arrest of the C value at around 4C, which is equivalent to that in diploid cells before mitosis ([Fig 3F and 3G](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}). It instead caused a massive increase in cell number, which resulted in significant compensation of PG size ([Fig 3F and 3H](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In spite of this significant tissue size compensation, expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes and ecdysteroid level were both significantly reduced in *Fzr* knockdown animals at 120 hAEL ([Fig 3I and 3J](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, most of *Fzr* knockdown animals were still arrested at the 3rd instar, which could be rescued by 20E feeding ([Fig 3K--3M](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, overexpression of an active form of Insulin-like receptor (InR^CA^) in *Fzr* knockdown PG cells (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *Fzr RNAi*, *InR*.*A1325D*) caused further increase in PG cell number to fully compensate the organ size reduction, but still failed to rescue the defective ecdysone biosynthesis and developmental arrest ([Fig 3F--3L](#pgen.1006583.g003){ref-type="fig"}). These results clearly suggest that defects in ecdysone biosynthesis caused by endocycle inhibition in the PG cannot be explained by reduction in the PG size or cell number, and instead indicate that qualitative changes associated with endocycle progression in the PG lead to its functional maturation.

TOR function is required for endocycle progression to activate ecdysone biosynthesis {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been established that entry into s-phase is under the control of TOR signaling in various cell types \[[@pgen.1006583.ref018], [@pgen.1006583.ref026]\], and that TOR signaling regulates ecdysone biosynthesis in the PG of *Drosophila* \[[@pgen.1006583.ref013], [@pgen.1006583.ref014]\]. These reports prompted us to investigate the role of TOR as an upstream regulator of endocycling in the PG. We first examined the loss-of-function of TOR in the PG by overexpressing the toxic extended domain (TED) of TOR (TOR.TED), which acts in a dominant-negative fashion (hereafter referred to as TOR^DN^) \[[@pgen.1006583.ref027]\]. Compared to Control-1 (*phm22 \> +*, control for TOR^DN^), TOR^DN^ (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*) animals stopped development at the 3rd instar, although they underwent molting to the 2nd and to the 3rd instar ([S4A--S4D Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *TOR* RNAi in the PG caused indistinguishable phenotypes ([S4C and S4D Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with this, expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes was reduced in TOR^DN^ and *TOR* RNAi animals ([S4E--S4J Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), ecdysteroid level was decreased in TOR^DN^ animals ([S4K Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and their pupariation was restored by 20E feeding from 72 hAEL ([S4L--S4N Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results are consistent with the previous report \[[@pgen.1006583.ref013]\] and indicate that TOR activity is required for ecdysone biosynthesis.

We next examined whether TOR regulates endocycle progression. After mitotic cell cycles during the 1st instar (from 24 to 48 hAEL), the C value increased in the PGs of both control and TOR^DN^ animals by end of the 2nd instar (78 hAEL) ([Fig 4A--4C](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). CycE and EdU-positive PG cells were also detected in both control and TOR^DN^ larvae during the 2nd instar ([Fig 4D--4F](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). After molting to the 3rd instar, control larvae surpassed the CW of 0.7--0.8 mg at around 81 hAEL ([S4O and S4P Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the C value in the PG was increased from 16C to 64C during 78--114 hAEL ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the C value in TOR^DN^-expressing PG did not increase after molting to the 3rd instar ([Fig 4A and 4B](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise, *TOR* knockdown in the PG resulted in a decreased C value, but not the number of PG cells ([S4Q--S4S Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the percentage of CycE-positive and s-phase PG cells was decreased in the PG of TOR^DN^ animals during the CW checkpoint period, whereas the percentage of those cells started to increase at the CW period in control ([Fig 4D--4F](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In order to investigate the genetic interaction between *TOR* and *CycE* in the PG, we utilized *UAS-CycE-1* (type 1 CycE) construct, because of its moderate effect on cell cycle; although it has been known that continuous expression of *CycE* in endocycling cells blocks the progression of endocycle \[[@pgen.1006583.ref028]\], *CycE-1* expression in the PG only led to modest increase in PG cell number and did not cause arrest of endocycle or pupariation ([S4T--S4W Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In line with this, when *UAS-CycE-1* was introduced in TOR^DN^-expressing PG (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*, *CycE-1*, referred to hereafter as TOR^DN^ +CycE-1), CycE protein was detected in 40--80%, but not all, of PG cell nuclei, indicating that CycE level is still oscillating ([Fig 4G and 4H](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, the C value of PG cells, expression of ecdysteroid biosynthetic genes, and ecdysteroid level were significantly restored at 120 hAEL ([Fig 4I--4L](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and about 50% of TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 animals pupariated ([Fig 4M and 4N](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In clear contrast, although S6 kinase (S6K) is a well-known downstream target of TOR, overexpression of its active form (S6K^TE^) did not restore CycE expression or DNA content in TOR^DN^-expressing PG ([Fig 4G--4J](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and it did not rescue defects in ecdysone biosynthesis or developmental arrest of TOR^DN^ animals ([Fig 4K--4M](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these results indicate that TOR signaling in the PG during the CW checkpoint period induces CycE expression in the PG to promote endocycling.

![TOR is required for endocycle progression to activate ecdysone biosynthesis.\
**(A)** Expression of TOR^DN^ in the PG causes arrest in DNA content increase at the 3rd instar larval stage. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) of control (*phm22 \> +*) and TOR^DN^ (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 78 and 114 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(B and C)** The C value (B) and number (C) of PG cells of control and TOR^DN^ larvae at indicated stages. The CW checkpoint in control (81 hAEL, see [S4O Fig](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is indicated by a dashed line in B. 11--19 PGs were analyzed for each group. Average C value in control at 114 hAEL is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. **(D)** Expression of TOR^DN^ in the PG causes reduction in CycE expression and EdU incorporation at the 3rd instar larval stage. The PGs of control +GFP (*phm22 \> mCD8*::*GFP*) and TOR^DN^ +GFP (*phm22 \> mCD8*::*GFP*, *TOR*.*TED*) larvae were labeled for GFP (green) and CycE or EdU (magenta) at indicated stages. The PGs are outlined by dashed lines. Scale bars, 50 μm. **(E and F)** Percentages of CycE-positive (E) and EdU-positive (F) PG cells in control +GFP and TOR^DN^ +GFP larvae at indicated stages. All data are shown as box plot (see [Fig 2E and 2F](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The CW checkpoint in control is indicated by dashed lines. 17--26 PGs were analyzed for each group. **(G)** Expression of *CycE* in the PG of TOR^DN^ restores CycE protein expression. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in TOR^DN^ +GFP, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 +GFP (*phm22 \> mCD8*::*GFP*, *TOR*.*TED*, *CycE-1*) and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ +GFP (*phm22 \> mCD8*::*GFP*, *TOR*.*TED*, *S6K*.*TE*) larvae were labeled for GFP (green) and CycE (magenta) at 84 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm. **(H)** Percentages of CycE-positive PG cells in TOR^DN^ +GFP, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 +GFP and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ +GFP larvae at 84 hAEL. All data are shown as box plot. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(I)** Expression of *CycE* in the PG of TOR^DN^ rescues reduction in DNA content. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in TOR^DN^, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*, *CycE-1*) and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*, *S6K*.*TE*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(J)** The C value of PG cells of TOR^DN^, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ larvae at 120 hAEL. Average C value in TOR^DN^ is normalized to 11C, according to data in B. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(K)** Expression of *CycE* in the PG of TOR^DN^ restores expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes. Expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes in TOR^DN^, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ larvae at 120 hAEL was measured using qPCR. Average values of three independent data sets are shown with standard errors. **(L)** Expression of *CycE* in the PG of TOR^DN^ rescues decrease in ecdysteroid level. Whole-body ecdysteroid levels in TOR^DN^, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ larvae at 120 hAEL were measured using ELISA. Average values of five independent data sets are shown with standard errors. Statistical significance was calculated using ANOVA with Tukey's post hoc test (\* *P* \< 0.05). **(M)** Expression of *CycE* in the PG of TOR^DN^ rescues developmental arrest. Percentages of pupariated TOR^DN^, TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 and TOR^DN^ +S6K^TE^ animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(N)** TOR^DN^ animal arrested at 3rd instar larval stage (left) and pupariated TOR^DN^ +CycE-1 animal (right).](pgen.1006583.g004){#pgen.1006583.g004}

TOR activates endocycle during CW period to initiate ecdysone biosynthesis {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further confirm that TOR-mediated activation of endocycle is indeed required during the time of CW attainment, TOR^DN^ was expressed in the PG before or after CW attainment using the thermosensitive Gal80^ts^ system \[[@pgen.1006583.ref029]\]. Gal80^ts^ protein, expressed under tubulin promoter (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^), inhibits TOR^DN^ expression in the PG at 18°C, whereas Gal80^ts^ is inactivated and TOR^DN^ is expressed in the PG at 29°C ([Fig 5A](#pgen.1006583.g005){ref-type="fig"}). At 18°C, control +Gal80^ts^ (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^, *phm22 \> +*) and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^, *phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*) animals both attained CW at around 126 hAEL, when the body weight was about 0.8 mg ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1006583.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under this condition, the C value of PG cells increased to 64C in both control +Gal80^ts^ and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ animals ([Fig 5B and 5C](#pgen.1006583.g005){ref-type="fig"}), and these animals pupariated successfully by 228 hAEL ([Fig 5D](#pgen.1006583.g005){ref-type="fig"}). When animals were shifted to 29°C after the CW period (at 144 hAEL, indicated as late shift), the C value of PG cells increased equally in both control +Gal80^ts^ and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ larvae ([Fig 5B and 5C](#pgen.1006583.g005){ref-type="fig"}), and both animals pupariated with comparable timing ([Fig 5E](#pgen.1006583.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, a temperature shift before CW attainment (at 120 hAEL, indicated as early shift) caused arrest of the PG cell C value increase and development in TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ ([Fig 5B, 5C and 5F](#pgen.1006583.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These results are in excellent agreement with a previous report \[[@pgen.1006583.ref013]\] and indicate that TOR function is required for endocycle activation at CW attainment to initiate invariable ecdysone biosynthesis.

![TOR is required for activation of endocycle in the PG at CW period.\
**(A)** Schematic diagram of the temperature-shift experiment. **(B)** Expression of TOR^DN^ before CW attainment causes arrest of DNA content increase. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control +Gal80^ts^ and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at indicated stages. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(C)** The C value of PG cells of control +Gal80^ts^ and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ larvae in the continuous 18°C (left), late shift (middle), and early shift (right) experiments at indicated stages. The CW checkpoint in control +Gal80^ts^ is indicated by a dashed line. Average C value of control +Gal80^ts^ at 192 hAEL in continuous 18°C experiment is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. 12--18 PGs were analyzed for each group. **(D--F)** Expression of TOR^DN^ before CW attainment causes developmental arrest. Percentages of pupariated control +Gal80^ts^ and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ animals are shown at indicated stages in continuous 18°C (D), late shift (E), and early shift (F) experiments. The CW checkpoint in control +Gal80^ts^ is indicated by a dashed line. 30 animals were tested in each group.](pgen.1006583.g005){#pgen.1006583.g005}

Insulin and Rag signaling pathways promote endocycling in the PG {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------------------

TOR is under control of both insulin and RagA/C-mediated amino acid signaling, and insulin signaling in PG cells is particularly well-investigated as a nutrient sensing pathway coupled with CW attainment \[[@pgen.1006583.ref006]--[@pgen.1006583.ref008], [@pgen.1006583.ref010]--[@pgen.1006583.ref012], [@pgen.1006583.ref016], [@pgen.1006583.ref030]\]. To investigate whether these signaling pathways regulate endocycle progression in the PG, a dominant-negative form of InR (InR^DN^) or RagA (RagA^DN^) was expressed in the PG. The PG cell C value in control animals (*phm22 \> +*) reached to 64C at 120 hAEL, whereas those in RagA^DN^ (*phm22 \> RagA*.*T16N*) and InR^DN^ (*phm22 \> InR*.*K1409A*) animals were around 32C and 16C at 120 hAEL, respectively ([Fig 6A and 6B](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In accordance with this, onset of pupariation was also delayed by 1 and 2 days in RagA^DN^ and InR^DN^ animals, respectively ([Fig 6C](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, their developmental delay was rescued by 20E administration ([S6A and S6B Fig](#pgen.1006583.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that insulin and amino acid signaling pathways promote endocycle in the PG to activate ecdysone biosynthesis.

![RagA and InR facilitate endocycling in the PG.\
(A) Expression of RagA^DN^ and InR^DN^ in the PG causes delay in DNA content increase. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control (*phm22 \> +*), RagA^DN^ (*phm22 \> RagA*.*T16N*) and InR^DN^ (*phm22 \> InR*.*K1409A*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at indicated stages. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). (B) The C value of PG cells of control, RagA^DN^ and InR^DN^ larvae at indicated stages. Average C value of control at 120 hAEL is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. 11--16 PGs were analyzed for each group. (C) Expression of RagA^DN^ and InR^DN^ in the PG causes delay in pupariation. Percentages of pupariated control, RagA^DN^ and InR^DN^ animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (D) Expression of TOR^DN^ in the PG of InR^CA^ abolishes acceleration of DNA content increase. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control, InR^CA^ (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*) and InR^CA^ +TOR^DN^ (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*, *TOR*.*TED*) larvae were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 96 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). (E) The C value of PG cells of control, InR^CA^ and InR^CA^ +TOR^DN^ larvae at 96 hAEL. Average C value in control at 96 hAEL is normalized to 32C, according to data in [Fig 4B](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (F) Expression of TOR^DN^ in the PG of InR^CA^ abolishes acceleration of pupariation. Percentages of pupariated control, InR^CA^ and InR^CA^ +TOR^DN^ animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (G) Knockdown of *Rheb* and *raptor*, but not *rictor*, in the PG causes reduction in DNA content. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control (*phm22 \> +*), *Rheb* RNAi (*phm22 \> Rheb RNAi*), *raptor* RNAi (*phm22 \> raptor RNAi*), *rictor* RNAi-1 (*phm22 \> rictor RNAi-1*), and *rictor* RNAi-2 (*phm22 \> rictor RNAi-2*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). (H) The C value of PG cells of control, *Rheb* RNAi, *raptor* RNAi, *rictor* RNAi-1, and *rictor* RNAi-2 larvae at 120 hAEL. Average C value in control is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (I) Knockdown of *Rheb* and *raptor*, but not *rictor*, in the PG causes arrest at the 3rd instar larval stage. Developmental profiles of control, *Rheb* RNAi, *raptor* RNAi, *rictor* RNAi-1, and *rictor* RNAi-2 animals are shown. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (J) Percentages of pupariated control, *Rheb* RNAi, *raptor* RNAi, *rictor* RNAi-1, and *rictor* RNAi-2 animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are shown in E. (K) Knockdown of *Rheb* and *raptor* in the PG of InR^CA^ abolishes acceleration of DNA content increase. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control, InR^CA^ (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*), InR^CA^ +*Rheb* RNAi (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*, *Rheb RNAi*), and InR^CA^ +*raptor* RNAi (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*, *raptor RNAi*) larvae were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 96 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). (L) The C value of PG cells of control, InR^CA^, InR^CA^ +*Rheb* RNAi, and InR^CA^ +*raptor* RNAi larvae at 96 hAEL. Average C value in control at 96 hAEL is normalized to 32C, according to data in [Fig 4B](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (M) Knockdown of *Rheb* and *raptor* in the PG of InR^CA^ abolishes acceleration of pupariation. Percentages of pupariated control, InR^CA^, InR^CA^ +*Rheb* RNAi, and InR^CA^ +*raptor* RNAi animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. (N) Schematic diagram of the temperature-shift experiment. (O) Expression of InR^CA^ triggers DNA content increase during starvation before the CW checkpoint. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control +Gal80^ts^ and InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at indicated stages and temperature. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). (P and Q) The C value of PG cells of control +Gal80^ts^ and InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ animals starved from 108 hAEL at 18°C (I) and 29°C (J). The CW checkpoint in control +Gal80^ts^ is indicated by a dashed line. The C value is normalized using that in control +Gal80^ts^ at 192 hAEL fed on standard *Drosophila* medium continuously at 18°C (see [S6E and S6F Fig](#pgen.1006583.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Error bars represent standard errors. 13--18 PGs were analyzed for each group. (R and S) Expression of InR^CA^ in the PG of animals starved before the CW checkpoint triggers pupariation. Percentages of pupariated control +Gal80^ts^ and InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ animals starved from 108 hAEL at 18°C (K) and 29°C (L) are shown. The CW checkpoint in control +Gal80^ts^ is indicated by a dashed line. 30 animals were tested in each group. (T) Control +Gal80^ts^ animal arrested at the larval stage (left) and pupariated InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ animal starved from 108 hAEL at 29°C (right). (U) Model for the CW checkpoint mechanism in *Drosophila*. TOR-mediated endocycle progression in PG cells functions as an intrinsic timer that irreversibly activates ecdysone biosynthesis (see [Discussion](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). A. A., amino acid.](pgen.1006583.g006){#pgen.1006583.g006}

Although it is well-known that insulin acts through TOR signaling to regulate cell cycle and other cellular processes, some studies also indicate that insulin and TOR signaling pathways have retained distinct cellular functions in *Drosophila* \[[@pgen.1006583.ref031]--[@pgen.1006583.ref033]\]. Thus we examined whether insulin signaling activates endocycle through regulation of TOR in the PG. Both endocycle progression and timing of pupariation were accelerated in animals expressing InR^CA^ in the PG (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*) ([Fig 6D--6F](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). When TOR^DN^ was introduced together in InR^CA^ animals (*phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*, *TOR*.*TED*), however, endocycle enhancement in the PG was abolished and animals were arrested at the 3rd instar ([Fig 6D--6F](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). These data show that insulin signaling promotes endocycle progression through activation of TOR in the PG.

TOR forms two distinct protein complexes, TOR complex 1 (TORC1) and TOR complex 2 (TORC2) in *Drosophila* and other organisms \[[@pgen.1006583.ref034]\]. TORC1 is regulated by both insulin and amino acid signaling pathways through their action on Ras homolog enriched in brain (Rheb), whereas TORC2 seems to be under the control of insulin signaling but not amino acid signaling \[[@pgen.1006583.ref034], [@pgen.1006583.ref035]\]. To investigate the function of TORC1 and TORC2 in the PG, *raptor* and *rictor* (TORC1- and TORC2-specific component, respectively), as well as *Rheb*, were knocked down in the PG. Knockdown of *Rheb* (*phm \> Rheb RNAi*) and *raptor* (*phm \> raptor RNAi*) in the PG caused significant reduction in the C value of PG cells, and *Rheb* and *raptor* RNAi animals were arrested at the 3rd instar larval stage ([Fig 6G--6J](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In clear contrast, knockdown of TORC2 component *rictor* (*phm \> rictor RNAi-1* and *phm \> rictor RNAi-2*) did not cause reduction in DNA content in the PG, and both *rictor* RNAi-1 and *rictor* RNAi-2 animals pupariated successfully on a normal schedule ([Fig 6G--6J](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that TORC1 but not TORC2 is required for the progression of endocycle and ecdysone biosynthesis. Moreover, acceleration of endocycle and pupariation in InR^CA^ animals was abolished by knockdown of *Rheb* and *raptor* ([Fig 6K--6M](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results suggest that TORC1 has the major role in insulin signaling-mediated activation of endocycling and ecdysone biosynthesis in PG cells.

To further confirm that endocycling triggered by TORC1 signaling at the CW period initiates ecdysone biosynthesis in the PG, InR^CA^ was expressed in the PG of larvae starved before CW attainment using the Gal80^ts^ system ([Fig 6N](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Under the continuous feeding condition at 18°C, both control +Gal80^ts^ (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^, *phm22 \> +*) and InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^, *phm22 \> InR*.*A1325D*) animals attained CW at around 120 hAEL when body weight was 0.6--0.7 mg ([S6C and S6D Fig](#pgen.1006583.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under this condition, no difference existed between C values of control +Gal80^ts^ and InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ PG cells at 192 hAEL ([S6E and S6F Fig](#pgen.1006583.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and these animals pupariated by 216 hAEL ([S6G Fig](#pgen.1006583.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When animals were starved before CW attainment (from 108 hAEL) at 18°C, the C value of PG cells did not increase in either control +Gal80^ts^ or InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ larvae ([Fig 6P](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}), and these animals were arrested at the larval stage ([Fig 6R](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, when animals were starved from 108 hAEL at 29°C, the C value of PG cells was close to 32C at 132 hAEL in InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^, but not in control +Gal80^ts^ animals ([Fig 6O and 6Q](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ animals pupariated successfully by 168 hAEL ([Fig 6S and 6T](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, our findings reveal the nutrient sensing mechanism and its associated molecular machinery that sets the timing of metamorphosis in *Drosophila*: the nutrient sensor TOR drives endocycling in the PG during the CW period, leading to irreversible activation of ecdysone biosynthesis to initiate metamorphosis ([Fig 6U](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

The endocycle is a ubiquitous cell cycle variant often coupled with cell growth and terminal cell differentiation, although its biological significance is diverse and not yet fully understood \[[@pgen.1006583.ref018], [@pgen.1006583.ref019]\]. In the present study, we demonstrated that endocycling of steroidogenic PG cells is required for functional maturation, leading to the high level of steroidogenesis critical for triggering metamorphosis in *Drosophila*. Interestingly, the high level of ecdysone biosynthesis necessary to induce metamorphosis is achieved only when PG cells engage in obligatory rounds (3--4 cycles) of endoreplication during the larval stage (Figs [2](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, when the rate of endocycle progression is suppressed in PG cells, timing of pupariation is proportionally delayed ([Fig 6A--6C](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The endocycle system in PG cells thus seems to function as an intrinsic timer, whereby degree of polyploidy sets the timing of the critical developmental transition (i.e. metamorphosis) in this holometabolous insect species. Considering the cumulative nature of endoreplication, it is reasonable to utilize endocycles in a postmitotic tissue as an internal measure of organismal growth and maturation. It would be interesting to investigate whether this unique function of endoreplication in *Drosophila* PG cells is more widely utilized as a critical developmental checkpoint among other multicellular organisms.

Our study also revealed that endocycling in PG cells is coupled with internal nutritional status through TOR signaling pathway during the CW checkpoint period (Figs [4](#pgen.1006583.g004){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S4](#pgen.1006583.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#pgen.1006583.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). The CW checkpoint is a built-in decision-making process, ensuring adequate nutrient uptake before metamorphosis in many holometabolous insect species \[[@pgen.1006583.ref005], [@pgen.1006583.ref036]\]. It is well known in *Drosophila* that nutrition sensing by the PG underlies this decision-making process \[[@pgen.1006583.ref010]--[@pgen.1006583.ref014]\], but how such decision is expressed at the cellular level has until now remained a mystery. Our model shown in [Fig 6](#pgen.1006583.g006){ref-type="fig"} proposes that the TOR-mediated cell cycle checkpoint couples insulin and amino acid signals with endocycles of PG cells, thereby translating nutritional status into stable expression of PG cell function. The irreversible nature of endoreplication thus provides a molecular and cellular basis for the irreversible CW checkpoint mechanism. It is noteworthy that *Drosophila* successfully converted an evolutionary conserved cell cycle checkpoint mechanism into a systemic, developmental checkpoint mechanism by utilizing endocycles in the steroidogenic tissue. Considering that steroid hormones control timing of systemic maturation in various metazoans, it is possible that a similar molecular mechanism operates in developmental checkpoints of other animal species.

How do endocycles lead to functional maturation of PG cells? Although our study indicates that organ size increase is not the major factor, the exact mechanism of how polyploidy is translated into the expression of cell function remains obscure. In many *Drosophila* endocycling cells, DNA replication in some euchromatic as well as heterochromatic regions can be incomplete, resulting in tissue-specific under-replication of these regions \[[@pgen.1006583.ref037], [@pgen.1006583.ref038]\], it is therefore possible that the PG-specific pattern of such biased DNA replication is generated by repeated rounds of endocycles, which in turn affects the PG-specific gene expression program. Detailed investigation of the replication protocol followed by PG cell genomic DNA is clearly warranted.

Although our results indicate that nutrition signals operate through TOR signaling pathway in PG cells, it is known that nutrition-dependent signaling components other than TOR, such as the forkhead box subclass O (FoxO) transcription factor working downstream of insulin signaling, also can regulate steroidogenesis in the *Drosophila* PG cells \[[@pgen.1006583.ref016]\]. It is interesting to note, however, that FoxO also regulates endocycling in some cell types, such as the muscle \[[@pgen.1006583.ref039]\]. These studies thus raise a possibility that the progression of endoreplication in PG cells is the core molecular event that governs overall timing of *Drosophila* metamorphosis. It will be important to examine the relationship between PG cell endoreplication and other molecular machineries and signaling pathways known to control expression of PG cell function \[[@pgen.1006583.ref008], [@pgen.1006583.ref014], [@pgen.1006583.ref040], [@pgen.1006583.ref041]\].

In summary, we have demonstrated the critical role steroidogenic cell endocycling plays as a timer for initiation of metamorphosis in *Drosophila*. In more general terms, our working model could offer unifying principles regarding how scheduling of critical developmental transitions is regulated, thereby providing a possible springboard for understanding operational mechanisms underlying systemic maturation processes in all animals.

Materials and Methods {#sec010}
=====================

*Drosophila* stocks {#sec011}
-------------------

Detailed genotypes of the flies used in this study are summarized in [S1](#pgen.1006583.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S3](#pgen.1006583.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. To observe developmental profiles, flies were maintained in small cages and allowed to lay eggs for 24 hours on grape juice agar plates supplemented with yeast powder. Newly hatched larvae were transferred to Petri dishes with standard *Drosophila* medium. Larvae were cultured at 25°C under a 12-hour light/dark cycle, and developmental stages and lethality were scored periodically.

CW measurement and starvation experiment {#sec012}
----------------------------------------

To examine CW, three independent groups of 10 larvae were collected at indicated time points. After measurement of the body weight of each group, larvae were transferred onto a piece of filter paper soaked in distilled water, and pupariated animals were scored at 12-hour intervals.

qPCR {#sec013}
----

Total RNA was extracted from whole larvae using the QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Plus kit. Reverse-transcription was performed using SuperScript III (Invitrogen). cDNA was used as a template for qPCR using Quantifast SYBR Green PCR kit (QIAGEN) and Rotor-Gene Q (QIAGEN). The amount of target RNA was normalized using an endogenous control, *ribosomal protein 49* (*rp49*), and then the relative expression level was calculated (relative expression level = expression value of the gene of interest/expression value of *rp49*). Primer sets used for qPCR are shown in [S4 Table](#pgen.1006583.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

*In situ* hybridization {#sec014}
-----------------------

The same RNA probes against *neverland*, *spookier*, *shroud*, *phantom*, *disembodied*, and *shadow* transcripts prepared in the previous study \[[@pgen.1006583.ref040]\] were used. Whole-mount *in situ* hybridization was performed as previously described \[[@pgen.1006583.ref042]\].

Ecdysteroid measurement {#sec015}
-----------------------

Fifteen larvae were rinsed with distilled water, and collected in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. The larvae were homogenized in 500 μl of methanol with a plastic pestle at room temperature. The samples were centrifuged at 15,000 g for 5 min at 4°C to obtain the supernatant. Ecdysteroid was quantitated by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using 20E EIA antiserum, 20E AchE tracer, and Ellman's reagent (Cayman Chemical) as previously described \[[@pgen.1006583.ref043]\].

20E feeding experiment {#sec016}
----------------------

To rescue developmental arrest of *Oregon R* larvae during early starvation, larvae were transferred onto a piece of filter paper soaked in distilled water with 1 μg/ml 20E (Sigma) at 72 hAEL. Larvae starved on wet filter paper without 20E from the same time point were used as control. Pupariated animals were scored at 24-hour intervals.

In the rescue experiment of developmental arrest and delay, larvae were transferred to standard medium with 0.5 mg/g 20E at 72 hAEL. Larvae transferred to standard medium without 20E at the same time point were used as control. Developmental stages were scored at 12-hour intervals.

Immunostaining {#sec017}
--------------

Larvae were dissected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and fixed for 25 min with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1% PBT \[0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in PBS\]. Tissues were washed with 0.1% PBT three times for 10 min each, washed with 1% PBT (1% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 5 min, blocked with 2% bovine serum albumin (Gemini bio-products) in 0.1% PBT for 30 min, and then incubated at 4°C overnight with primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution. Tissues were washed with 0.1% PBT three times for 10 min each, and incubated at 4°C overnight with secondary antibodies in 0.1% PBT. Together with the secondary antibody, Hoechst 33342 (Life technologies) was added at a 1:1500 dilution to detect DNA. After washing with 0.1% PBT three times for 10 min each, tissues were mounted in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories).

The following primary antibodies were used at indicated dilutions: anti-Dib, 1:500; anti-CycE (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc33748), 1:500. Anti-Dib antibody was a gift from M. B. O'Connor \[[@pgen.1006583.ref044]\]. Alexa Fluor 488- and Alexa Fluor 546-conjugated secondary antibodies were used to detect the primary antibodies.

EdU incorporation experiment {#sec018}
----------------------------

EdU incorporation experiment was performed using Click-iT EdU 555 Imaging Kit (Life technologies). Larvae were dissected in Ringer's solution, and tissues were incubated for 1 hour with 10 μM EdU in Ringer's solution, fixed in 4% PFA in 0.1% PBT for 25 min. Fixed tissues were briefly washed twice in 0.3% PBT (0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS), washed in 0.3% PBT twice for 20 min each, blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in 0.3% PBT for 30 min, and then incubated with Click-iT reaction cocktail including Alexa Fluor azide for 30 min. Tissues were washed briefly twice in 0.3% PBTw, washed in 0.3% PBT twice for 20 min each, and incubated at 4°C overnight with Hoechst 33342 (Life technologies) diluted at a 1:1500 in 0.1% PBT. In case of GFP staining, the primary antibody against GFP (Abcam, ab13970) was added at a 1:500 dilution, incubated 4°C overnight, washed with 0.1% PBT three times for 10 min each, and then incubated at 4°C overnight with Hoechst 33342 and the secondary antibody (Life technologies) in 0.1% PBT. After washing in 0.1% PBT three times for 10 min each, tissues were mounted in Vectashield (Vector laboratories).

Image acquisition and analysis of fluorescent samples {#sec019}
-----------------------------------------------------

Images were taken with a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 equipped with ApoTome.2. Image acquisition settings were as follows: 14 bits image depth, 1024 x 1024 pixels for CycE and incorporated EdU staining, and 2048 x 2048 pixels for DNA quantification. A series of 2D images was taken every 0.5 μm slices. Image analysis was performed using Fiji \[[@pgen.1006583.ref045]\].

To distinguish PG cells stained with anti-CycE or incorporated EdU in control (*phm22 \> +*) and TOR^DN^ (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*) larvae, *UAS-mCD8*::*GFP* transgene was introduced both in control (*phm22 \> mCD8*::*GFP*) and TOR^DN^ (*phm22 \> mCD8*::*GFP*, *TOR*.*TED*) animals. PG cells of *Oregon R* were distinguished by their nuclei larger than surrounding cells in the ring gland. CycE-positive PG cells were defined as those in which nuclear CycE staining intensity was significantly stronger than cytoplasmic one. PG cells in s-phase were defined as those with pervasive EdU staining in the nucleus.

For DNA quantification, summation of DNA staining intensity in the PG was obtained from z-stacked images of the PG. PG cells were distinguished by Dib staining. DNA staining intensity in the PG was normalized using average DNA staining intensity in the brain lobe: DNA staining intensity in the PG/DNA staining intensity in the brain lobe. Normalized DNA staining intensity was divided by PG cell number to obtain DNA intensity per a PG cell. The C value of the control PG cells at 108--120 hAEL was set to 64C \[[@pgen.1006583.ref021]\].

Supporting Information {#sec020}
======================

###### The CW checkpoint in wild-type *Oregon R* flies.

**(A)** Developmental profile of *Oregon R* flies. Percentages of larvae and pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Mean percentages of three independent groups (10 animals in each group) are shown with standard errors. **(B and C)** Schematic diagrams of the starvation experiments. In the continuous feeding scheme (B), larvae reared on standard *Drosophila* medium (black line) were starved on wet filter paper (dashed lines) from indicated time points (white circles). In the discontinuous feeding scheme (C), larvae starved on wet filter paper from 72 to 120 hAEL were transferred to standard *Drosophila* medium, and re-starved from indicated time points (white circle). For each time point, three independent groups (10 larvae in a group) were weighed before starvation, and pupariated animals were counted during starvation. **(D**--**G)** The CW checkpoint in *Oregon R*. Percentages of pupariated animals after starvation at a given time point (D and E) and weight (F and G) are shown in the continuous feeding (D and F) and discontinuous feeding scheme (E and G). Mean percentages of three independent groups (10 larvae in each group) are shown with standard errors.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Endocycle activity of PG cells in discontinuous feeding scheme.

**(A)** Schematic diagram of the discontinuous feeding scheme using wild-type *Oregon R* flies. **(B)** Starvation before CW attainment causes arrest of DNA content increase in the PG. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at indicated stages of the discontinuous feeding scheme. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(C and D)** The C value (C) and number (D) of PG cells at indicated stages. The CW checkpoint in control is indicated by dashed line in C. The C value is normalized against that of the PG in control at 108 hAEL (see [Fig 2B](#pgen.1006583.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Error bars represent standard errors. 10--17 PGs were analyzed for each group. **(E)** Starvation before CW attainment causes a decrease in CycE expression and EdU incorporation in the PG. The PGs were labeled for DNA (blue) and CycE or EdU (magenta) at 156 hAEL. The PGs are outlined by dashed lines. Scale bars, 50 μm. **(F and G)** Percentages of CycE-positive (F) and EdU-positive (G) s-phase PG cells at indicated stages. The CW checkpoint in control is indicated by dashed lines. 16--30 PGs were analyzed for each group.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 20E feeding rescues developmental arrest caused by knockdown of Endocycle regulators in the PG.

**(A)** Schematic diagram of interaction between endocycle regulators. **(B)** Knockdown of endocycle regulators in the PG causes reduction in DNA content. Each gene was knocked down using two independent RNAi lines. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) of control (*phm22 \> dicer2*) and RNAi (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *RNAi*) animals were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(C-P)** *E2F1* RNAi-1 (C) and 2 (D), *CycE* RNAi-1 (E) and 2 (F), *Cdk2* RNAi-1 (G) and 2 (H), *Cdt1* RNAi-1 (I) and 2 (J), *PCNA* RNAi-1 (K) and 2 (L), *Cul4* RNAi-1 (M) and 2 (N), and *Ddb1* RNAi-1 (O) and 2 (P) animals were reared on 20E-containing (0.5 mg/g 20E) or control medium from 72 hAEL. Percentages of pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Detailed analyses of TOR pathway in ecdysone biosynthesis and endocycle progression in the PG.

**(A and B)** Expression of TOR^DN^ in the PG causes developmental arrest at the 3rd instar larval stage. Percentages of larvae and pupariated animals in control-1 (*phm22 \> +*) (A) and TOR^DN^ (*phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*) (B) are shown at indicated stages. Mean percentages of three independent groups (10 larvae in each group) are shown with standard errors. **(C)** Knockdown of *TOR* in the PG causes developmental arrest at the 3rd instar larval stage. Developmental profiles of control-1, TOR^DN^, control-2 (*phm22 \> dicer2*), *TOR* RNAi-1 (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *TOR RNAi-1*), and *TOR* RNAi-2 (*phm22 \> dicer2*, *TOR RNAi-2*) animals are shown. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(D)** Pupariated control-1 and control-2 animals as compared to TOR^DN^, *TOR* RNAi-1, and *TOR* RNAi-2 animals arrested at the 3rd instar larval stage. **(E--J and E'--J')** Inhibition of *TOR* in the PG causes reduction in expression of ecdysone biosynthetic genes. Expression profiles of ecdysone biosynthetic genes were measured using qPCR. Average values of triplicate data sets are shown with standard errors. **(K)** Expression of TOR^DN^ in the PG causes decrease in ecdysteroid level. Whole-body ecdysteroid levels in control and TOR^DN^ larvae at 120 hAEL were measured using ELISA. Average values of five independent data sets are shown with standard errors. Statistical significance was calculated using Student's *t*-test (\* *P* \< 0.05). **(L--N)** 20E feeding rescues developmental arrest in TOR^DN^, *TOR* RNAi-1 and *TOR* RNAi-2 animals. TOR^DN^ (L), *TOR* RNAi-1 (M), and *TOR* RNAi-2 (N) animals were reared on 20E-containing (0.5 mg/g 20E) or control medium from 72 hAEL. Percentages of pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(O and P)** The CW checkpoint in control-1. Percentages of pupariated control-1 and TOR^DN^ animals after starvation at a given time point (O) and weight (P) are shown. Mean percentages of three independent groups (10 larvae in each group) are shown with standard errors. **(Q)** Knockdown of *TOR* in the PG causes decrease in DNA content. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(R and S)** The C value (R) and number (S) of PG cells at 120 hAEL. Average C value in control-2 is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(T)** PG cells expressing *CycE-1* transgene undergo endocycle. The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) in control (*phm22 \> +*) and CycE-1 (*phm22 \> CycE-1*) larvae were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 120 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(U and V)** The C value (U) and number (V) of PG cells at 120 hAEL. Average C value in control is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(W)** Expression of *CycE* in the PG does not alter developmental timing. Percentages of pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The CW checkpoint in continuous 18°C experiment.

The CW checkpoint in control +Gal80^ts^ (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^, *phm22 \> +*) and TOR^DN^ +Gal80^ts^ (*tub-Gal80*^*ts*^, *phm22 \> TOR*.*TED*) animals. Percentages of pupariated animals after starvation at a given time point (A) and weight (B) in the continuous 18°C experiment are shown. Mean percentages of three independent groups (10 larvae in each group) are shown with standard errors.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Detailed analyses of insulin and amino acid signaling pathways in the PG.

**(A and B)** 20E feeding rescues developmental delay in RagA^DN^ and InR^DN^ animals. RagA^DN^ (A) and InR^DN^ (B) larvae were reared on 20E-containing (0.5 mg/g 20E) or control medium from 72 hAEL. Percentages of pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(C and D)** The CW checkpoint in control +Gal80^ts^ and InR^CA^ +Gal80^ts^ animals. Percentages of pupariated animals after starvation at a given time point (C) and weight (D) in the continuous 18°C experiment are shown. Mean percentages of three independent groups (10 larvae in each group) are shown with standard errors. **(E)** The PGs (upper panels, outlined) and nuclei of PG cells (lower panels, outlined) under nutrient-rich condition at 18°C. The PGs were labeled for Dib (green) and DNA (white) at 192 hAEL. Scale bars, 50 μm (upper panels) and 10 μm (lower panels). **(F)** The C value of PG cells at 120 hAEL. Average C value in control +Gal80^ts^ is normalized to 64C. Error bars represent standard errors. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses. **(G)** Developmental profile of animals fed on standard *Drosophila* medium continuously at 18°C. Percentages of pupariated animals are shown at indicated stages. Numbers of animals tested are in parentheses.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Fly stocks used in this study.

\*BDSC, Bloomington *Drosophila* Stock Center; VDRC, Vienna *Drosophila* Resource Center.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Fly stocks for RNAi experiment in this study.

\*BDSC, Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center; VDRC, Vienna Drosophila Resource Center.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Genotypes of the flies used in this study.

\* Flies with *w*^*1118*^ were backcrossed with *w*^*1118*^ (BDSC \#5905) three times. \*\* see [S1 Table](#pgen.1006583.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The primer sets used for qPCR.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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